
ALISON 

Fall of the Apple 

Walkthrough 0.6 

 
Getting started - It warns you from the start that it’s a text heavy game so if you’re just 

looking for a quick fap go play something else  

 

Don’t play it then complain about a visual novel having words in it 

 

Fun Fact – Default name for the MC is Michael so if your name is Michael just hit enter 

 

1st Major choice – Normal game (partial remaster) or Skip to 3 route choice 

 

Normal game means you just start from the beginning 

The remaster of the early part of the game is a work in progress but over 200 renders 

and a couple of animations have been added to the prologue so far so worth checking 

out if you haven’t 

Skip to 3 route choice takes you to the point where 1 game becomes 3 very different 

games (Love/Dom/Harem) 

This skip option is only intended for people who have played before and either have 

save problems or want to try a different route 

The story won’t make sense if you never see the prologue 

 

Prologue Choices –  

All the choices in the prologue only change dialogue and/or renders seen 

There are no lasting consequences to these choices so just go with what feels right to 

you 

 

 



 

 

The Major Choice 

 

 

When you see this screen you’ve reached the end of the prologue and this is where the 

game splits into 3 different games with different stories, characters and kinks 

You won’t see a render from 1 route repeated on any other route 

Additionally, some characters can have different looks, personalities or backstories 

depending on the route you choose 

As it says - “Love is the real, canonical story” so that’s where you’ll find most 

progression with the actual story and it’s currently the route with most content 

Harem has the second most content and although the main story will still progress (in a 

different way to the Love route) the primary focus will be the MC setting himself up with 

a house full of hot women 

Dom is currently the shortest route but it has 2 separate sub-routes within it 

Dom-Affection and Dom-Obedience The MC will act differently depending on which 

path you choose and the relationship between him and Alison will develop differently as 

a result 

These paths will also contain different stories and characters 

All major kinks and love interests will be optional whatever route you choose 

 



 

Love Route 

At the start of the Love Route you get the option to ‘Just Play’ or ‘Take a Shortcut’ 

The shortcut skips most of the Love Route and takes you to the start of the previous 

Love update as there is a major choice there that will affect things going forward 

This is only intended for returning players who have already played the route 

 

1st Love choice – Only changes dialogue, go with whatever you want 

 

2nd Love choice – I recommend nuts, then face, then face nuts combo and finally escape 

He had it coming and this way you get most dialogue and satisfaction out of the scene 

 

3rd Love choice – You get more dialogue if you’re honest with her but it’s down to 

personal preference 

 

4th Love choice – Personal preference again but I say knock him out 

 

5th Love choice – Once again - You get more dialogue if you’re honest with her but it’s 

down to personal preference 

 

6th Love choice – Personal preference, either's fine 

 

7th Love choice – ‘I have a secret to tell you’ gets the most content 

 

 

After this the choices in Love become more important 

I recommend having multiple named saves dedicated to different choices 

 

 

 



 

 

1st Major Love choice –  Basically ‘Link only’ means no sex scene now 

Choosing ‘Fully link with Alice’ gives you a sex scene with Alice now and a sex scene with 

Alison later 

You can turn her down if you want to make the first time be with Alison instead or if you 

want to go after Melissa 

During the scene, the ‘Daddy’ option is purely a matter of personal preference 

 

2nd Major Love choice – This will only appear if you turned down Alice 

You can choose ‘Alison romance’ and get a sex scene with her here  

Or 

Turn her down for Melissa  

This will change how things turn out later that day but can also lead to another route 

entirely 

 

3rd Major Love choice – If you said yes to either Alice or Alison then your next scene will 

be with them. In this scene you can either lock them down as your main love interest or 

say no in order to switch to Melissa or to say no to her too and see what happens...  

 

If you stick with Alison/Alice you get a sex scene where you can say you like one more 

than the other if you like (only changes dialogue) 

You can then choose from 4 different options on how the sex scene plays out which 

change dialogue and animations 

 

Preg choice – On or off, your call 

 

If you said no to Alice/Alison, instead of the above scene, you finally get the chance to 

kiss Melissa which leads to a sex scene  

Or 

Remain ‘Undecided’ and see what happens... 

 



 

 

If you chose Melissa there is a position choice which will change the animations and 

dialogue you see  

 

Preg choice- On or off, your call 

Followed by a minor dialogue choice  

 

SPOILERS AHEAD 

 

Now- If you somehow managed to say no to Alice, Alison and Melissa by choosing to 

remain undecided then they and Jessica will come to you with the proposition of a 3 girl 

mini harem 

 

There are 3 different versions of this morning depending on the choice you made the 

night before 

1 on the Alice/Alison route 

1 on the Mel route 

1 for the mini harem route 

 

***End of Love as of 0.6*** 

 

 

Harem Route 

1st Major Harem choice – Forgive her = Mel gets naked and it is, of course, the correct 

answer 

Say no if you want though I guess 

 

The next morning has a minor choice, go with whatever you prefer 

 

 



 

The Nadia choice has the answer at the bottom but feel free to try the wrong ones first 

You’ll get to try again after she kills him  

 

The next option is the sex animations 

Play whichever ones you want as often as you like 

 

Nadia buttjob choice – Nadia has a sub and dom route so play it however you want to 

play it 

 

The Harem route is really quite simple 

Choose whatever dialogue choice works for you 

Say yes to everyone that you want to say yes to 

Visit the girls when you get a chance 

Choose whichever route you want to go with Nadia 

 

Dom Route 

There are 2 routes within Dom 

Dom-Affection and Dom-Obedience 

 

1st Major Dom choice – First click on the skirt then 

 

For Dom-Obedience choose ‘Sniffing distance closer’ then say you ‘dropped something’ 

This causes her trust to drop but you will get it back later 

 

For Dom-Affection Choose ‘Time to pretend we just got here’  

 

From this point on Dom will split into 2 completely separate routes with different events 

and characters 

 



 

 

 

Dom-Obedience continued -   

Saying it’s “only a bathing suit” will gain +2 Obedience points 

The interaction with Alice at the pool will gain +8 Obedience points  

This will also restore the trust lost earlier 

 

The next option is for a sex scene with a trans girl you meet in a bathroom 

 

Play it or skip it if it’s not your thing 

The scene can play out in various ways, choose whatever ones you like 

 

The next day you have up to 3 options for who to call 

 

You can only pick one per playthrough so save if you want to try them all 

 

If you chose to play the scene with Tiffa the day before you can go visit her for sex 

 

Calling Melissa will lead to you spending some time with Ava 

 

And calling Shadow will lead to an optional sex scene with her 

 

If you leave Alice active when Shadow is visiting, then she will walk in on you but it won’t 

lead to anything bad 

 

***End of Dom-Obedience as of 0.6*** 

 

 

 



 

 

Dom-affection continued- 

After pretending to just get there choose the affection option for +1 affection points 

Choose D-aw for another +1 affection points 

Either nose or lips will get you +1 affection points 

 

All 3 points are required for full content on this route 

 

Next option – Just watch, it won’t cost you anything 

 

When telling her how she looks the affection option will get you +1 affection points 

The other options get you +1 points for either corruption, pregnancy or assman 

 

These point systems are not heavily active at this point in development 

But you do get a small extra scene at the restaurant if you have an assman point 

 

For the next choice ‘Tell her the truth’ for +1 affection points 

 

Then you get an affection/pregnancy/corruption choice which will get you +1 pts to 

whichever one you choose 

 

There is then the chance of another assman point so just take it 

 

 

***End of Dom-Affection as of 0.6*** 

 


